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ONE .Lfl'Tl,E AftTICLE WIHCH
might lntel'llt tllole w,io tbiAk that ti,
farm combine, wNeh tbt'Mhea 1ratn .u
It cuts lt, ta alto.-tht: a m.oa.ril invention, deserlba a maol1lne' tis UN t• C.Ufornta whlcl dld just that in 1893. The
earlier inaohlne wu the Jutader, .nct a

By W. P. .Davies

item recalls some of the changes that
have taken place in Hawaii in half a cenHATHERINE BRUSH, IN HER SUN· tury.
daf column; wonders if you have ever
* * *
noticed "that women mixing cocktails
FIFTY YEARS AGO THE AFFAIRS
usually measure the ingredients, and men of Hawaii were in turmoil. They had been
do not-but still the men make better in a chaotic condition ·for some · time.
cocktails?"
Queen Lilioukalani had aroused fierce anMay it not be, Katherine, that a man, tagonism to her rule by her ·arbitrary and
being bound by no technical restrictions, high-handed methods, and after a popular
gets in a stiffer .proportion of the essen• uprising she was declared to have forfeittial elements? I am not stating a fact, ed the throne. Island sentiment as to the
but merely ·suggesting a possibility.
future was divided. One faction favored
the transfer of sovereignty to Kaiulani,
* * *
DEAN CHANDLER AGREES WITH the deposed queen's young daughter, with
me that while Jud LaMoure and Col. a regency to govern until she came of
Stutsman may have played a stiff poker age. Another group proposed establish- I
game, and probably did, there are several ment of a republic and the . making of
fishy things about the story that I repro- overtures for annexation to the United
duced from that old issue of "Pennsylva- States.
nia Grit." Among other things, Dean
* * *
Chandler points out that Alex McKenTROOPS FROM AN AMERICAN
zie wasn't sheriff of Burleigh county in ship were landed for the-announced pur- J
1862, for he hadn't then arrived in the pose of preserving order. A treaty of anterritory and Burleigh county was not nexation to the United States -was prepary·e t organized. Neither was General Wil- ed and submitted to the American senate
liams then a member of the · territorial by President Harrison a few days before 1
legislature, for he had not arrived, and the end of his term in 1893, and that
there was then no territorial legislature. treaty was withdrawn by President CleveThe dean thinks that the poker game, if land a few days after his accession pend·played, may have taken place about 1872 ing investigation of the situation. The ininstead of in 1862.
formation which came to Cleveland was I
that the action of the Hawaiians in asking ·
* * *
IN AN OLD NEWSPAPER THERE for annexation had been influenced by
is given a formula of measurements . to the action of the American minister and
which the women of perfect physique the landing of American troops, and on
should conform. Among other things it is the strength of that Cleveland ordered I
said that the upper arm of the women of the American flag lowered and all the
perfect proportions should come down just proceedings that had been taken canto her waist-line, and that w_h en standing celed ..
erect she should be able to rest her elbow
* * *
on the top of a table. Just try that on
THE NEXT FEW YEARS WERE
your dining room table. Perhaps tables stormy ones in Hawaii, with plots and
were built higher in those days.
counter plots. Following the accession of
McKinley to the presidency new annex* * *
'A HONOLULU DISPATCH PUBLISH- ation treaty was framed. Because of
ed just 50 years ago tells of charges be- doubt whether the treaty would be ratiing made against Claus Spreckles, sugar fied by the required two-thirds majority
magnate, of offering to buy arms for in the senate a joint resolution was preHawaiian royalists and says that guards pared ratifying and approving- the prohad been placed to prevent the landing posal of annexation. That required only a
of such arms if any were shipped. Thej majority vote in each house. Actually it
was passed by the senate by a vote of 42
to 21, which would have been barely
enough jf the treaty had been submitted
to the senate in the usual way. The house
vote was 209 to 91. Thus Hawaii · became
a dependency of the United States.

a

*

*

*

IT REMAINED FOR HAWAII, AS A
United States outpost, . to be the scene of
Japan's treacherous attack on the Uniter.
States on December 7, 1941, an act whicl
'Jrought the United States as an active
'J elligerent into the present war. The ter- ,
·~itory is now headquarters for American
1aval operations in the Pacific, and we
may expect it one of these days to be the
~enter from which the armed might wm
·Je hurled against Japan, destroying one
1f the menaces to civilization.

fhat ~emincls ·Me

Corresponcfent Doubtet:1
Duce Would Be Ousted
. By W. P. Davies
I.N THE NEW YORK TIMES MAGA·
line for Sunday, July 25,· there was pub· lished a:n article by Herbert L. Matthews
entitled ''Will - Can-Italy Collapse?"
Mr. Matthews is, and :for many years has
been, one of the regular corresponde_n ts
of the New York Times. He has traveled
widely, has lived in many important European cities, and has enjoyed unusual
opportunities for familiarizing himself
with the people among whom · he has
lived and about whom he has written,
with their customs, ·thefr attitude and
their point of view. He is a keen obs~rver
and a capable analyst, and he occupies a
place in the front rank of those able
men who serve the American public as
correspondents abroad.

today. Italy must not be expected to crum
ble by ·herself."

*

*

*

THAT .A RTICLE WAS PUBLISHED
on Sunday, July 25. On that same day
Mussolini was kicked out of his position
as head of the Italian state and the elab-orate str.ucture which he had built
crumbled to dust That revolutionary
change was brought about, not by Allied
invasion of Italy proper, but by elements
within the nation itself weary of a war
which had brought nothing but disaster
and bitterly resentful against Mussolini
and the system for which he was responsible. That a correspondent so able and
well informed should go so far astray
concerning influences of which he wrote,
and which were actively at work while
his words were penned, is an impressive
* * ·*
, demonstration of the unpredictability of
IN HIS MAGAZINE ARTICLE, MR. the behavior of a people under the stress [
Matthews discussed the· Italian situation of war. Actually, the general pub~ic had
as it appeared to him at the time his art- been expecting the collapse of Italy long ,
icle was written, which, presumably, was . before it occurred. In this instance the !
only a few days before the article was · guess of tpe man on the street, thou- ·1
published. He saw Italy in a · state of sands of miles away, was better than the 1
anxiety and confusion, but he saw no . estimate of the trained and experienced
prospect of the country's collapse or its correspondent.
withdrawal from · the war short of actual
* ·* *
occupation by the armed forces of the
EVERYONE KNOWS . THE JINGLE,
Allies. He based his belief on the presence "Thirty days hath September," and I
in Italy of powerful German forces, on suppose· almost everyone has been helped
the fact that Italians who might be in- by it when in doubt about the number of
clined to revolt lacked both organization days in a given month. Similar composiand leadership, and on the elaborat~ tions have 'been formed as aids to memmachinery which Mussolini had created ory concerning a great variety of other ,
to maintain himself in control. He re- subjects. Something of the sort has been J
jected all thought of Mussolini's volun- done to aid one in naming the books of
tary retirement, and he saw no possibil~- the Bible in their proper ·o rder, but I }
ty of his being ousted by any force with· haven't the faintest idea now what it is.
in Italy. The following paragraph is a
* * *
fair summary of his conclusion:
MANY YEARS AGO I -RAN ACROSS !
* * *
something which I think was in rhyµied l.
"AND UNTIL THE LAST TRUMPET form which was intended as a help to the ',
sounds from Allied bugle, Mussolini will naming of the presidents of the United
have the upper hand in Italy. We ·mqst States in their order. All that I can realways remember that. He may only be member of it now is ~'Wisdom and justice 1
Hitler''s puppet now, but that is enough. many men admire." The initials of those
With the '. whole Nazi structure behind words are the initials of the first six
him, he can keep going against any in- presidents, Washington, Adams, Jefferternal development that we can foresee son, Madison, Monroe and Adams (John
Quincy). I wonder if anyone can supply
the rest of it. I always get mixe~ up when
trying to remember just where each president of the middle group came i~. Information will be gratefully received.

dian schedule, which will bring scores
more into service with the :U. S . .fleet
:ALTHOUGH THE CITY OF GRAND before the end of the year.
Forks is almost as far away .from either
* .* *
ocean
is it possible to get in this
THE NEW FRIGATES ARE LARGER
hemisphere, the city's name is borne · by than Uie standard type British corvett~,
one of the ships of the great American which has rendered such valiant and sucnavy. The ship is one of the new .frigates cessful service during the present war.
recently constructed. Readers of old sea Somewhat similar to American gunboats,
stories are familiar with the term "fri.. the frigates are primarily heavy duty
gate," for that name' was applied to a vessels. They have an overall length of
type of fighting ship in service in the 303 feet and a beam of 37 feet, 6 inches.
early American navy, and long before Their speed will be adequate for their
that to similar vessels in the British ser- anticipated duty in the North Atlantic,
vice. The old frigate ranked in size and where durability, detecting devices and
importance .next to the battleship of its ordnance, are prime factors.
day, the ship of the line. Relativ.ely its
* *
position was that of a modern cruiser.
SOMEWHERE, p ER HA p s, YOU,
In recent years the name has almost have in your possession an old photopassed out of use, but it is being revived, graph album which once s1. . :lred the place
and the "Grand Forks" is one of a large of honor on the parfor tab1e with the big
number of ships of similar type built for family Bible. Now the album is more
the United States. The navy department likely to be packed away in the attic,
furnishes the following information but once in a while it may be brought
Jtbout the modern frigate:
out fo:r the _entertainment of friends, or
* * *
to remind older members of the family
THE H I S T Q R I C DESIGNATION, of scenes and incidents now almost for-1'frigate,'' has been given a new type of gotten.
twin-screw corvette, scores of which will
*
*
be built for the navy.
THE PHOTOGRAPHS WHICH STILL
Just as the first American frigates occupy their place in the album are probwere built to intercept surface raiders of abiy stiffly posed, and the costumes
the Barbary pirates, which were threa- provoke expressions of wonderment and
tening our supply lines, the modern fri- hilarity-as if anything could be more
gates have been designed specifically to queer than · what we are wearing now.
combat undersea raiders.
Among the pictures will be several tin* * *
types, and if the collection is a very old
CONGRESS AUTHORIZED THE CON- one there may be a daguerrotype or two,
5truction of the first six American fri- examples of the first experiments ever
gates in 1794. Two of these famous made in the art of photography. The
vessels now again· are in commission. days of that form of photography seem
The U.S.S. CONSTELLATION, at New- remarkably distant, yet a man who died
port, Rhode Island, is the administrative just the other day had served in his early
flagship of the commander in chief of the life as a daguerrotypist.
Atlantic fleet. The U.S.S. CONSTITU- .
* * *
T]:ON is at the U. S. navy yard, Boston,
HE WAS CHARLES H. TREMEAR, A
Massachusetts.
native of Canada, and who, until his
The first of the new U. S. navy frigates, death, at the age of 77 had for 14 years
Canadian-built, already are in service. been in charge of Henry Ford~s photoThe maritime commission has instituted graphic studio. He is believed to have
a program, much larger than the Cana- been the last living daguerrotypist. Like 1
, many of the other early photographers
he had his studio mounted on wheels, and
when his business had expanded to the
point where he could afford luxuries, his
caravan was an elaborately equipped affair drawn by four horses. Its coming
to the small towns and villages through
which he traveled was like the arrival
of a circus.

By W. P. Davies

as

*

*

*

*

*

THE TRAVELING PHOTOGRAPHIC
studio was once a familiar feature .. Long
ago I saw two or three of them, the last
being owned and eperated by E.· H. Foster of Jamestown, North Dakota, in 1882.
Foster divided his time between surveying and taking photographs. I worked
on his surveying crew, but had nothing
to do with the photographic end of the
business.

By

w.

P. Davies

"Visited Algiers and rate it the best
town I have seeri in Africa so far. This
is also the opinion of many o·thers.
·
*
"THE WEATHER IS GETTING EX·
· ceedingly warm, staying around 100 F. to
105 F. all day long and yet the natives
say we haven't seen anything .y'et. Notwithstanding the heat, mosquitoes, flies
and gnats, none of · which add ~q our
comfort, I am feeling fine.
"The invasion of Sicily is the big news .
here and due to our. present location, we
are not only in direct line, but you might
say in on the ground floor in getting the
news direct.''

~BOUT 30 YEARS ·AGO LOUIS
Campbell, former secretary of the Grand
Forks Brick corporation, moved to western Canada to engage in business. Later
he went to Minneapolis, where he is head
of a large knit-wear manufacturing concern. During all those years he has
maintained his interest in .Grand Forks,
and he writes that he keeps more or less
in touch with the old town through the
columns of the Sunday Herald, which he
reads regularly. Usually he and Mrs.
Campbell make a trip to Grand Forks
about once a year, but this year they
have been obliged to cancel . the trip be- .
cause of gasoline restrictions · and other
war complications. Instead of coming in
person, Louis writes· a cordial letter,
sending his regards to all his old friends
here. He · also quotes some paragraphs
from a "V" mail letter received from ~is
son Ralph, who was born in Grand Fork~
and is now a major in the coast artillery.

*

*

*

.

RALPH, A RESERVE OFFICER, WAS
called into service in October, 1940, but
did not go overseas until May .of this
year. He is now somewhere in Africa,
but is not permitted to say just where.
He may, however, say where he has
beeri., and his duties have taken him over
much of French North Africa. He was
recently in Algiers, and he wrote from
somewhere in the vicinity of Tabaraka
and Bizerte. Under date of July 15 he
wrote· .

·

*

*

*

* *

*

1

* *

"IN ONE OF HIS RECENT LET- I
ters Ralph spoke of the difficulty he- was
having in finding a jewelry shop that
could repair his watch. The jewelry
stores in every town that he had contacted had the same story, namely, that
the Germans had taken their goods and /
particularly their tools."

*

*

*

. LOUIS ~AMP):3ELL MENTIONS THE
mterest with which he reads the Sunday 1
Herald ~fter an absence of son:e 30 ye~rs .
from ~rand Forks. That remmd~ me. of
~omethm!5, and I hope nobo?y wil~ mm~
if I put m a plug for the. circulat10n de 1
partm~nt. !he Herald, daily, Sunday, or !
I
I both, 1s gomg regularly to several hundred you~g 1:1en fr.om Gr8:nd F?rks and j
the papers circulat10n t~rritory m North
Dako_ta and n~rthern Mmneso~a who are !
now m the nation's armed services. Some 1
are in Australia, some on Pacific islands,
some in Africa, or Sicily, some in England, northern Ireland or Iceland, and
many are aflot on ships of war. Some
are flying planes ov~r the six continents
and seven seas, and others are in training
in domestic camps. But wherever they
I alle they welcome the appearance of the
Herald.
.
1

!

"! RECEIVED MOTHER'S LETTER
of June 26 on July 4, which is good
time. The newspapers were coming
. through fine until we moved. Do not expect to get any mail for another week
or so..
''This last move was a long jump for
our outfit. · Everybody and equipment
*
came through in .good shape. , Really saw
IN THOSE DISTANT OUTPOSTS ,
Afric~ and lots of interesting sights, both the paper does not arrive regularly. It
historical and from this war. Saw camel is more likely to come in batches. That
pack trains and flocks of storks.
makes no difference. It is welcome anyway. Do the boys read it? Ask any of
. "THE c o u N T R y ALONG THE ' them who are home on furlough. They
route we covered is not unlike parts of ·! read. all o~ it! general and local news,
Idaho, Arizona and Colorado. Went I com1cs, editorials, ~ant ads. Some _of
through a section that reminded me of them even . read this co!u.~n. ~ sold~er
the R~yal gorge. in ~olorado, iJ?cluding. from a south~rn ~amp, v1~1tm~ his far~uly
the railroad engmeermg. One mght we Ihere, was _gomg. over with his . relatives
had a swim in an old Roman swimming son:e of the thmgs that ?ad happened
pool and visited some Roman ruins near 1while. he was aw~y. ~en~10n ":as m~de
by. There are many battle field sights of th!s or t~at little m~1den;, m which
to see., some of which are not pleasant he mig,?t be mteres!ed. Yes, he,,would
but which must be expected.
· reply, I saw that m ~he ~erald. And
he had seen a lot of thrngs m the Herald
that his friends at home hadn't noticed.

*

* *

*

*

*

*

*

. FOR A LOT OF THOSE CHAPS THE
Herald is indispensable. For terms and
other information consult the circulation
department.
·

-,

AMERICAN SOLDIERS IN NORTH
life, or life similar to it, on oomes omt.1
Africa find that certain of the same factors govern the weather there that gov- · than this planet. He considered the subject from the standpoint of temperature. 1
etned it for them at home. They learn,
He
noted that human beings can live
just as they did at home, that it isn't
only
within quite narrow temperature
the heat so much as ·the humidity that
limits. Nowhere on the earth does natural
makes the temperature take hold. This
temperature reach 150 degrees and men
is explained in some detail in a recent
~an live and work only for sh~rt periods
issue of Stars ·and Stripes, .the .army newsm
temperatures much lower than that.
paper. The weather man at headquarters
<?n
the other hand, human life would be
rather belittled the temperature of
impossible at a temperature lower than
around 100 in June, and wanted to know
100
below zero.
how the boys would feel about it in July
and August, when they might expect a
* * *
· THAT GIVES A NARROW BAND OF
temperature of 112 along the coast and
ab~ut 2_50 degrees of temperature within
120 inland.
which
hfe as we know it is possible. Wal* * *
lace
~earched
the universe and found no
HOWEVER, EVEN THE NATIVES
~elest1al body where anything approachcomplained of the June heat, though it
mg that moderate and medium temperawas only 96 to 100, and the weather man
ture is maintained. The other bodies, so
admitted that they had some cause for
far as he had knowledge of them are
complaint. The weather at that time was
scorched
with fiery ·h eat or frozen i~ lifereally unusual-as it is most of the time
killing cold. In some cases they run to
in California-the reason being the erraboth
extremes, and he was unable ·to find ·
tic and improper behavior of the sirocco.
any
spot
where human beings would not
That is a wind that blows habitually
burn
or
freeze.
Hence he held it highly
· across the desert, where it loses almost
probable, if not certain, that in all the
every atom of its moisture. But this year
vast universe this little fragment of
the siroccos-several of them-blew
matter which we call the earth is the only
across the sands, passed over the coast
spot
on which intelligent life as we know
and went out to sea, as usual, but then
it
is
possible. That seems like a fantasturned and came back after loading up
tic waste of material and energy, but Al· with moisture, giving the inhabitants
fred
Russel Wallace was a real scientist.
along the coast both heat and humidity,
However,
real scientists sometimes reaall of which was highly irregular.
s?n fantastically and reach false conclu·*
s10ns.
· SAND STORMS ARE THE USUAL
thing in the desert, but while the wind
* *
SO FAR AS WE ARE CONCERNED ,
may blow, the coast towns are spared
we needn't trouble ourselves about life o~
much of the discomfort of drving sand by
the other bodies that are flying through
the mountain ranges south of them which
space. We have tested the extremes of
c~tch the heavier particles of sand. Triheat
and cold on our own planet, and we
poli is an exception, as there are no mountains to protect it and it receives .the full have found no -spot so hot or so cold that
force of the winds, sand and all.
Sep- man can~ot live and work there provided
tember 13, 1932, Tripoli was the hottest they take the precautions that intellispot on earth, with an officially register- . g~n~e has developed. P~rhaps in some
ed temperature of 136 in the shade- s1m1Iar way, humanity will be able to
.c?pe with the ·extremes of ignorance, selwhere there was any shade.
fishness and folly which sometimes seem
* * *
likely
to wipe th~ race off the face of
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS IN BIthe
earth.
ology know that Alfred Russel Waliace
was an eminent scientist who, working
independently, developed- a theory of
evolution almost identical with that of
Darwin, and at about the same time. The
two men became close friends. In his lat·
er life Wallace wrote an essay entitled
"Man's Place in the Universe," in which
he discussed the· possibility
.
.. of human

I

* *

*

On

.

....

...

"RAILt«)AD BUILDING
the mM of a mushroom

WAS IN
growth in

those days much like the aircralt indll!r
try at the. preqnt time. We had an ll'llhman neighbor down at Caledonia, Minnesota, who had a large family of tioys,
and to give them a good .start in life,
he presented each one with a team of
horses and wagon so they could go railroadln' as i!Oon as they became 21 years
of age. A man and team could earn up
to '4 per day rallroadln' and that was
mighty big wages In depression times.
My particular gift upon coming of age,
for there were five boys In my tamlly;
was the freedom to go and "work out"

on .111,Y.OWJI.

* * *

"IT WAS SPRING, 1893. I
to st. Paul and took a ~
er near the city. I was brought up on a
farm, aml that was my life. This gardener had 12 acres of potatoes, among other
things, and an work was done by pnd,
I belieye to this day It was ,the hardest
work t have ever done. Potatoes were
dug and. l,)lck!ld by hand~ 'A good 111'11
should be able to dig and pick 50 bushels
per day: my boss used to say. Now+
~ d U I " . ~ thlnlf tbl!Y are working
~when
pJck 100 bushels per day
afte a ~ dlger.

Minot.
over town
that read: 'MEN WANTED AT MIN ,
:,ARE $2.' During depression times you
can Imagine what avalanche this created. It seemed that a trainload of men
left for Minot every other llay. AUet
three months of back-b~ trul$ IN,
dentng, I 'bollght 11 &e11Qnd clais& ticket
for Minot. Thia was about August 1st,
and harv~ ~ just beglnnlnf in
North Dakota.

*

*

*

•

*

*

"WE STOPPED AT A. SlfALL F4lt.ll,;
house for supper. And what a supper!
.:f'reS11 eggs, and fresh bread and fresh
'ibeltl The homesteader bad a 8IJl8ll
patch of a few acres of wheat that &eenl·
ed to ~ to be dead ripe, but hardly a
kernel of grain 1n the heads. We were,
charged 20c eaeb for our meals.
"BUT COMING BACK: TO Pt..UINC

dislUled the liwQrel"II

~ for
poker. They had 1:Q- JIIJ\1I! short sessions
dtlrinf the llOOI(Jt<IU.. N'owhere did they
gamble away their clothes or any p~
perty they may have owned such as one
often reads about. At 21, I wasn't nearly
as carefree as tlits gang. I left them. I
boarded the train for Larimore, where
the Elk Valley Farms had just purchased
40 binders and :( took a job setting up
binders, I climbed aboard number 30 and
cut grain steadfly for 3 weeks. :And"
there was no pok~P to disturb my too·

pok~-I

By· Y!• P. Davies

I HAVE A LETTER FROM AN OLD
friend of my school days in Canada who
writes that her husband, another school·
mate about my age, cannot now carry
insurance on his car because insurance
there is not issued to drivers over 80 years J
of age. Walter still drives his car, but he
takes his own chances. What an idea, that
it isn't safe for a fellow to drive a car
when he j.s past 80!

INFORMATION CONTINUES TO
come concerning those memory-aiding
jingles. Evidently many persons are in·
terested. The one beginning "When a
joke makes me a joker" was entirely new
to me, but one correspondent writes that
she learned it in her school days but had
never heard "Wisdom and justice many
men admire,'' which became familiar to
rne years ago and which I have heard repeated· many times. One correspondent
* * *
writes that she doesn't know a rhyme
MY
FRIEND
ALSO WRITES OF THE
that fits the names of the president, but
death
of
Lawson
Fawcett, . a younger
she obligingly sends me their. names anybrother of the · 1ate Dr. John Fawcett of
way.
Grand Forks, whose son, Captain Billy,
* *
distinguished himself as an aviator in the
I have a pleasant letter from Mrs. Ed· former war and became widely known as
ward Farnsworth, now of Long Beach, a magazine publisher and owner of a reCalif., a daughter of the late M. S. Titus sort at one of the Minnesota lakes. The
and Mrs. Titus, of Minto, and who has Fawcett family of Ontario was a big one,
several relatives in and around Grand and one son and two daughters are still
Forks. She is also a grandaughter of Col. living.
Frank Viets, one of the pioneer business
* * .*
men of Grand Forks. In Long Beach, she
lives in an apartment house which is manPRESIDENT WEST, OF THE UNIaged by Jerry Dow, ·son of Ed Dow, versity, has been studying hornets-from
whose brother John was partner of Col- the safe side of a wire screen-and he
onel Viets in the old Hotel Dacotah.
has come to admire and appreciate ·their
* * *
qualities. Under the eaves and outside the
screened porch of his residence on the
MRS. FARNSWORTH WRITES THAT campus a colony of hornets have their
among the effects of her father was nest, and he has become interested in
found a copy of the first issue of the watching their behavior. They work in,
Grand Forks Herald, published June 26, dustriously at building their nest, which
1879, which he had treasured since its shows evidences of architectural skill,
first appearance. The paper is now in the and the paper which they manufacture
possession of Mrs. M. S~ Titus, at her for building material is smooth, uniform
summer home at Bemidji.
and apparently of fine texture. The in* *
sects seem inclined to attend strictly to
I SUPPOSE THERE . ARE A FEW their own affairs and not to bother anycopie.s of that first issue of the Herald in one who doesn't bother them. In a corner
existence, although I have never seen one near by a spider lias its web, which is
except the copy that is preserved in the somewhat in the way of the hornets'
Herald's vault, together with copies of direct flight to and from their nest. A few
every issue printed. There are, however, times some of them collided with the
numerous copies of a reprint . made on web, which was annoying to them and irthe occasion of the Herald's fiftieth anni- ritating to the spider. But the spider
versary, and because it is identical in ap- mended its web and the hornets have
pearance wi_th the first issue many per- learned to avoid it, making a sharp turn
sons have taken it to be an original. around it as they fly. Thus spider and
Through some mischance the lower right- hornets live side by side, at peace, if not
hand corner of the first page of the orig- in perfect harmony. The hornets work
inal was torn off and lost, and in tne re- steadily from sunrise to sunset, and
print that corner of the first page is there seems to be no such thing for them
blank. That makes it easy to identify. as time-and-a-half for overtime, nor have
Several copies of the duplicate have the workers ever gone on strike. Presumbeen sent to me in the belief that they · ably they have a closed shop.
were originals. Anyone having such a
~opy is requested NOT to send it.

·*

*

...

By W.

P. Oai•ies

ONE OF THE A~OMPANIMENTS
of" war, and one which seems to be insepa:~able from modern war, is monetary in·
fl~tion. There is unprecedented demand
for implements of war and for the materials from which they are made; industry is diverted from civilian producti6n to production of war material; extraordinary demand for labor arises; milliqns of men who otherwis~ would _be en·
gaged in ordinary product10n are mductec} into the armed se~v!c.es; 1:he sup:ply ~f
labor available for c1v1han product10n 1s
di;tninished; competition for labor in·
creases wages; and there is more money
available for ·the purchase of a smaller
quant\ty of consumers~ goods. Inevitable
tlie tendency is for prices to advance, living costs increase and there is continual
striving for higher incomes to keep pace
with that increase. Thus ·there is created
a spir~l which has no · limit. Wise planning may check the speed of that movement, but cannot prevent it altogether.

*

*· *

THUS FAR IN THIS COUNTRY, INfl~tion has n~t reached the levels at·
tained during and after the former World
war, but the elements of inflation are all
pfesent and there is unremitting pressure
from every direction for larger · comes
and higher prices. A generation ·ago the
full effects of . inflationary influences
were not felt until after the war was
over. The present war is by no me,ins
over, and its end is not in sight. It re•
mains to be seen whether the situation
will be kept reasonable under control, or
will develop into something like the speculative fever of 20 to 25 years ago, with
the resultant crash in which every speculative period ends.

* *

WE COULD *LOOK FORWARD WITH
greater composure and confidence if the
lessons which should have been learned
in~former years had been learned more
thoroughly and had been applied more
fitmly and consistently. We may concede
that both the president and congress wish·
ect to prevent serious inflation, but neith·
er the president nor congress approached
t~ problem in _a manner calculated to
dispose of it effectively. Temporizing
palicies were adopted and half-measures
w~e applied to a situation which demand·
ett the formulation of a definite policy at

the beginning and firm adherence to that
policy all the way through. Instead, nobody knows today what the policy of the
government is with respect to the two
elements most influential in their influence on inflationary trends, prices and
wages. We are still in the experimental
stage, dealing with test tubes in the laboratory wi,t h a situation which. demands
the equivalent of mass production. Meanwhile, there is a steady advance in costs
of labor and prices of commodities, and
no one knows yet what steps are to be
taken to check the trend.

* *

*
ONE OF THE FEATURES
ATTENDing the inflationary period which followed the former war was a fantastic increase in the price of farm lands. In sev·
eral states farm lands normally priced
around $100 per acre were sold at $400
and higher, sometimes to speculators who
expected tt> make a quick and profitable
turn-over, but often to purchasers attracted by the high prices paid for farm products, and who thought they saw fortunes
in farming. At such inflated prices, the
capital investment in land made crop production prohibitive even at the prices
then paid for prod-µcts, and when those
prices fell to normal or below, disaster
was inevitable. Lands bought at several
times their productive value passed into
the hands of mortgagees who did not
want them and those who had bought
them were left destitute.

*

*

*

NORTH DAKOTA ESCAPED THE
most serious effects of the land-price inflationary movement. Prices of farm lands
in this state appreciated materially, but
not to the extent that prevailed in several
other states. The slump in farm land
prices that came later on was due cbiefIy not to the former inflation but to a
long period of unfavorable weather conditions which have since been corrected.
·Warnings have been issued by government agencies against inflation of land
p~ices, but at present the warning is
scarcely needed in North Dakota. Here
average land prices are still materially
below what may be considered normal, ·
and competent farmers who wish to establish themselves on good land and operate it in a. business-like manner now
have opportunities which are not likely
soon to be repeated. Increased land sales j
indicate that real and healthy interest is
being taken in this fact.;

By W. P. Davies

knowledge thus acquired. Women used
yeast in their bread for centuries before
anyone knew that the "rising'' properties
of yeast are due to the work of little
living creatures on certain chemical substances. Men plowed in like manner and
for similar reasons.

THE ARTICLE PUBLISHED SOME
time ago by a writer who advocates
abandonment of plowing and substitution
of discing has provoked considerable discussion, in which this column has participated to the extent of one comment.
George F. Stewart, county agent of Hettinger county, sends me a copy of an
article on the subject by Wm. W. Albrecht, of the department of soils of. the
University of Missouri, who, while conceding that _plowing may be overdone
under some circumstances, defends' the
practice in general as a necessary part
of agriculture and cites numerous scientific facts in support of his conviction.

*

*

*.

.

PLOWING CAME INTO PRACTICE
long before there was much applied science. Primitive man · stirred the earth
without knowing anything about soil
chemistry. He couldn't get seeds to grow
on hard soil or tough sod. He observed
that seeds would grow if planted in clean,
somewhat ·loose soil. Therefore he cleared the soil of top growth and stirred it
with a stick. Crops grew;, after a fashion,
sometimes very gooa crops, but if the
process were continued long, yields diminished. With his crude implement he
couldn't go very deep, therefore he moved
to a new spot and started over again. As
an alternative to moving he sharpened
his stick and went a little deeper, and
by short steps the modern plow came into
being.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

THERE IS A STORY WHICH HAS
been told many times of the old Indian
who, when small farmers began to invade
the range country in the far western part
?f the state, thought that they were turn·
~ng the sod wrong side up. Demonstrating, he replaced a sod which had been
turned by the plow, and indicated that f
it. should be left as nature had placed it,
with. the grass side up. Many became
convinced later that in certain areas the
sod should never be disturbed by the
plow.
\

*

. THE PRIMITIVE MAN KNEW NOTHing of nitrogen, bacteria and the other
factors that go to produce plant life. He
merely learned that if he did certain
things he got certain results. Most of
our progress has come about in just that
way. People did certain things because
they got results. Then science came along
a~d found out :VhY, and it became possible to apply 1n a systematic way the

*

PROFESSOR ALBRECHT DISCUSSes both the mechanical and the chemical ·
features of plowing . As to the former
~e points out that in the process of plowm~ _the. soi~ i~ broken up and aerated, J
facihtatmg its impregnation with oxygen
and the operations of bacteria. Chemically_ plo~ing a.ids in replenishing the soil
with nitrogen. There is pointed out also
what every intelligent farmer knows'
that the same kind of plowing that i~
needed on heavy, tenacious soils is not
suitable for light, sandy so_ils. In plowing the tiller of the soil must use not only
his plow, but his head. That goes for a
good many other things.

I

WE THINK OF AMERICAN AGRIculture as being highly mechanized. In
the Western and Midwestern states it is .
But according to an ~rticle in the Country Gentleman, America has less power
machinery per thousand acres than Great
Bz:i tain. The article does not say whether
this represents the mechanization per
thousand acres of farm land or per thousand acres of total area. If the Iatter is
meant the statem~nt is meaningless, for
account must be taken of the relative
areas o~ uncultivated land, forest, swamp,
mountain and desert. It is a fact, however, that since the beginning of the war
Britain has greatly expanded her agricul:
ture~ and the government has stimulated
the use of power machinery.

-US, t ~OSE, HAVE
p
been accultolftf!d. to pronounce the name

"Quebec'' BA tt' tt ~ i9pelled "l(webec,"
but ofte@ one hears over the radio the
pronunciation •'Kebec." To info.rm myself I consul-1 We.,.ter .and found the
.former pronu~tatiOJI tile only one given.
I am mfom,.ed, however-I know no
Fren~-that @!II French gJv, the com~ n "qu" 81,lbStR?\tially the sound of
~'Jd' ,·and tha£ th!! French-speaking in•
JIM)itants of Quebec invariably pronounce
th.I '1ame of their P,rovince JU1d provincial
capital "kebec." One may choose, therefpre, the Engliah or tM French pronun-

eWlon.

* *

:fF
'ftlERE SEEMS
TO BE NO RULE
g o ~ the pronunciation ot foreisn
$J,Iaoe names. SQmetfmes we :Aglldz.e
th8Ii1 and sometimes pJ:onounce them. or

vy ~. as the natives do. I knoW of no

reu~ j,hy we should speU the nf!lle of
I
~tal "Rome", and pronounce it
way, when to the Itall~ it is
''
a," and so pronounced Tl14f Latin
form Is quite easy to English apeech. The
eity wh,ich we call "Vienna" is "Wien" fil
Austria. The Austrian initial letter has
the sound of our "V", which is all right,
but why don't we call the city "Vien",
Without the additional syllable, and let it
go at that? I don't know, either, why the
French call the capital of England "Lon.
dre," or "Londere," whichever it is, when
they coUld just a$ easily say "London",
as the people who live there do. When it
comes to Russian names 1 just throw up
my hands. Their multiplicity of consonants is a complete mystery to me and I
don't try to solve it. I think as a rule
our dictionaries give as nearly as possible
the English equivalents of foreign place
names, but why so many of those fairly
simple names are twisted :from the originals I don't know.

rf·

*

*

*

C. M. BRYANT OF ST. JOHN, AN EN·
thusiastic conservatlonJst of wild life, has
to his credit the measure which is now a
law prohibiting the removal or destruction of any native growing shrub or tree
growing on timbered lands m. North Dakota except where such land is being
cleared for agricultural purp0$es. The
purpoee of the law was to prevent the
Ull'eitened extinction of the 'Wild cranberry in the Turtle mountain c:llstrict. The
bark of ~ t shrub is used by an Eastern
company • the manufacture of a proprietary medicinal preparation. To obtain a
supply of ~e bark the comp~ had en- .
couraged lta collection a~d-- sale by residents of Eastern forest areas and as cutting was done without care to provide for
futlU'8 ~wtl';l the origlnal sources of
supply became e:xhausted. Recourse was
ij:ten had to the Turtle mountains, where
the shrub has been abundant. 1"1tere the
~ prac~ wa, betuil, and it became
evlde,nt :tba.t tt it ~~ continued there
WO
~
-~
es
in

~ D CRANBERRY IS ONE ~f
the &tale's most desirable native tru
and great quantitlea of ft are lathdl!fl
each year for jelly, preserves ~a. s1m1..
lar uses. lt is also valuable fQr its influence.._on wild life. The shrubs themselves
provide cover for small game birds and
animals and birds conswne ~ quanti•
ties ot the fruit. A campaign ff# tbe 1U"O"
tectlon Of the shrubs was inaugurated,
promoted largely by Mr. BryauJ and assisted by the Isaak Walton league and
numerous individuals, and the last legislature enacted and the governor slgne4
1he protective bil which is now a law.

*

* *

THE CONSERVATIONISTS WERE
less successful In ti~ dfort to pro
the utive timber of
Turtle
tains. In that sectM.t
growth of young
whicb, 11 left un~ i~ ·d au
si7.e will be of incalculable
th0$e young trees have been s1
and left when they have attained a &aid
etet of three inches or thereabouts, thestal(es being used for fence posts. Intel,
llgent treatment would make of that forest growth a perpetual asset, but ~ less cutting would quickly destroy it A
movement was started for the protection
of such hard.wood growtll, but no action
was taken by the legislature. The conservationists are stlll at work and hope for
favorable action by the next legislature.
Meanwhile efforts are being made to prevent the robbing of state lands of their
timber.

ly W. P. Doles
YESTERDAY I REJ'ERRED TO
the work done by C. M. Bryant of St.
John for the preservation of the wild
cranberry in the Turtle mountain region and for protection of the young
hardwood in the same area. Mr. Bry.
ant is also in close touch with the game
bird situation in his territory this year.
This, he says, is due in part to ad\l'el'se weather conditions. Cold, rainy
weather early in the season destroyed
most of the first hatch, and while there
may be some recovery from the later
hatch, he estimates a shortage for North
Dakota of 57 million birds this year. He
believes the present year to be the most
critical for game birds in North Dakota
since 1910 or 1912-he is not sure of the
date. The ~ollowini excerpt from an art·
icle in the Turtle Mountain Star sum·
marlzes another phase of the situation as
~ by Mr. Bryant:

* *

*
~ FUTURE
OF OUR GAME
birds is threatened by another condition,
the growth of predatory animals and
bir~. plus the absence of the animals on
which such predators formerly fed. This
means that the game birds have three or
four times as many natural enemies to
contend with.
''It is claimed that a crow destroys between one and two hundred birds a season by robbing nests and killing the
young. The normal span of life of a crow
is 50 years, Mr. Bryant explained. A lit·
tie simple arithmetic will show what
crows can do over the years. Seldom have
there been more crows around than may
be seen this year.

*

* *

THE FOX, SKUNK AND WEASEL
all take a heavy toll of bird life. Said Mr.

Bryant, 'What about the fox? He hunts
the y•r around. Now, the jackrabbits are
about extinct, the bird! will have to take
their place. The skunks are plentiful and
they are bad actors too. And the weasel,
I lOV4! the little rascal for what he has
done for me, two or three times when
traps Ol' potson did not get anywhere, the
weasels came and did it for me. Last win·
ter they did a wonderful job. One camped
in the basement, and was he welcome!

"DURING THE OPEN WEA~
his chief foo(l is fiickertalla, mice and
rats, but now that thee are so few fllc:k·
ertalls he is forced to go to bird life, so

regardless of the awful deal the weather
handed us in June, I think we were head•
ed in the wrong direc~on. No help from
the legislature for about two years, and
you know we will not get near enough to
turn the tide.
"Here it is in a nutshell. 'nte wellthef
destroyed many mlllions of our lfFJnlf
hatch. The enemies are more plentiful,
especially the two worst, the crow and
the fox. Their chief food, the flickertall
and the jackrabbit, are not here, so what?.
Eat birds.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"MR. BRYANT THEN PROPQB-.
an interesting aµd ambltioue ~
Since it appears unlikely that the ~
ture wllI appropriate enough pabDc
funds to accom:plish ~ything I m ~
in the fight agalnst predators, be ~
poses that an attempt be made to get
5,000 interested citizens of the state to
contribute $200 each, making a fund of
a million dollars. The program could be
sponsored by the Wildlife · Federation,
Tuaak Walton League or similar organization.
* * *
"HE SUGGESTS A $10 BOUNTY FOR
fox and coyote; $2 for skunk and weasel;
75c per crow; $1 for small hawk and 50c
for large hawk. Such bounties would
really get action. His proposal ls that
the state game and fish department ad·
minister the campaign. He recommends
that the number of game wardens be
trebled, each one an experienced trapper
and hunter, no "political hacks", provide
each with car, guns, ammunition, horses,
dogs and traps. Building of a large number of crow traps for use when th.e birds
are in flocks is suggested.
"MR. BRYANT MAKES 12 TRIPS A
week between St. John and Devils Lake,
in connection with his duties as Great
Northern conductor and vouches for the
seriousness of the, game bird situation in
this area clear north to the Canadian
boundary. He said he was not personally
familiar with oonditions in other parts of
the state, but assumes they are similar.
"JUST WHAT UNFAVORABLE
weather can do was illustrated by the experience ot Captain Main, our grandest
old naturalist in charge of the Ash hatchery and game park at Lake Upsilon, when
similar conditions existed in 1910 or
thereabouts.
Captain Main has built the artificial
pond at the hatchery, had five families
of little ducks, and was the captain
proud? And was he sad, at the end of
about two weeks, for not one was left.
"After that bad year, Mr. Bryant ex:
plained, kind nature and fair and good
management landed the state on top
again in the matter of wild game birds.
This state ranked tops in the nation for
upland birds in 1942. Now Mr. Bryant
doubts if we can come back because of
tbe conditions as outlined above. But he
is in favor of putting everything we have
got into an attempt to come back, a.lid he
wrote a communication to the game commissioner to be considered at the wildlife
conference held in Bismarck the early
art of this week."

Observations

Must Co-opefate
By W. P. Davies
IT IS TAKEN FOR GRANTED THAT
when -the w&r is over there must be some
sort of co-operation among the nations to
prevent, if possible, a recurrence of the
disaster that. has been brought~ upon the
world by the spirit of aggression, prompt~
ed and directed by r·e ckless ambition. The
need for some such effort is now felt in
this country even by many of those who
in the past have leaned stron. gly toward
the view that the United States is large .
enough, powerful en9ugh and skillful
enough to live within itself, relying on
its own resources, indifferent to what
happens in the rest of the world. Tragic
events of the past few years have demonstrated the illusory nature of such a. belief. No longer do we hear· the question:
"What have we to do with· 'abroad'''? We
have learned that whether we will it or
not, what occurs abroad vitally concerns
us11

*

*

*

THERE IS NO LONGER ANY QUES.,
tion that iri some way we must assume
some share of responsibility for the peace
and order of the world and plar some
part in the shaping of its destiny; The
question is not whether or not we shall
do this, but. wha-t form our effort shall
take and in what degree it shall be exert. ed. On this point there is ·wide divergence
of opinion. There are those who believe
that we should lead in a grand movement
to reorganize the world on a political basis similar to that which we have found
useful, but the more closely that plan is
. examined the more it resembles the plan
of putting the cart betore the horse. We
are fighting a fight for universal freedom, and the very essence of freedom is
that those who ar~ to enjoy it shall formulate their own constitutions and establish their own institutions ·according to
what they conceive to be best for them.
The ·peace and order of the world are not
dependent on the constitutional systems
which are imposed on the nations .or
which they may be induced to adopt.

*

* *

THE FIRST ESSENTIAL CONDItions of world peace is that nations shall
cease to live in fear of each .other. That
blissful state could be attained by such
change in human hearts that nowhere
would there be. the desire to act oppressively or deal unjustly. That condition
may exist in the millenium, but the millenium is not in sight. For the present we
must deal with facts as we find them and

.

for · Peace

accept the existence of aggressive tenden·
cies as evils which we cannot completely
banish, but which we must bestir our-.
selves to curb. That means that in one
way or other the nations must co-operate
to ·suppress acts of aggression before
they have reached mammoth proportiops,
even to deal with such threats before
they can be put into ex;ecution.

* * *

I

FOR THIS THERE MUST BE UNIversal co-operation, and that co-operation
cannot rest alone on any written compact. We have had compacts before, some
of them excellent in their way. The trouble was that they were not kept. Observance of them ,meant inconvenience and
annoyance, financial sacrifice, even the
potential use of force. Because of those .
undesirable features there w s tolerance
of evil and compromise with it. Sacrifice
of trade was unwelcome. The use of force
was opposed by those who felt that it
was better to do anything than fight. So
the compromises were made; the thin
end of the wedge was inserted, and it
was driven home. Those who held back
because they feared commercial loss have
had their possessions swept away, and
those who held back because they disapproved of fighting are engaged
the
greatest and bloodiest war of history.

J

in

*

*

*

SOMETHING OTHER THAN WRITten compacts will be necessary if peace
is to be established and ·preserved. There
must · be the intlexible determination on
the part of all peace-loving peoples that
under no circumstanceij shall armed aggression be tolerated, no matter whom
the aggressor or whom the prospective
victim. That determination must be so
complete that any act or threat of aggression wilJ brjng forth from all the rest
of the world not merely vocal protests,
but positive action. In that the peoples of
the small nations as well as those of the
great ones must feel and accept their full
share of responsibility. There must be no
neutrals, any more than there are when a
red-handed murderer is at large. There
must be no consideration of the relative
cost of getting in or staying out. The aggressor must be considered a menace to
mankind, and so treated. In spite of the
lessons of this· war that state of feeling has not yet been reached in sufficient
measure. In spite of all the difficulties
that are in the way it must be reached
before a peace that is dependable can be
reached'!

By W. . . P. Davies
"BUGLES IN THE AFTERNOON" IS
the title of a serial by Ernest Haycox, the
:first installment of which appeared in the
Saturday Evening Post last week. The
story attracted my attention, and doubt·
less that of many other Northwestern
readers because the scene of the opening
chapter is laid in Dakota territory in the
~ear 1876 and the reader is taken to Fort
Abraham Lincoln, ju~t across the river
,;from Bismarck, and intFoduced to Gener..
~al Custer and his Seventh cavalry on the
eve of their departur~ for the Little Big
Horn, from which they never returned.

first served this territory burned wood. I
was familiar with the wood-burners that
ran on Ontario branch lines, but they
traveled through heavily timbered country w~ere the land was being cleared and )
wood was co;nsidered to have practically
no value.

*

*

*

IN 1924 J. E. SANDLIE THEN ENgaged in the automobile' bu~iness in
Grand Forks, published a circular listing
the estimated crop yields in North Dakota for that year and setting forth some of
the resources and possibilities of the
state. It may. be interesting ·to check the
followi'ng summary against estimates for
this year:
*
· SOME OF THE INTRODUCTORY
passages had me puzzled. The two who
* * *
"NORTH _ DAKOTA'S AGRICULTURevidently are to be participants in the
coming romance are presented as they al production for the current year, based
alight from a train at a little town of five on government crop reports and indebu~ldings "flung without thought at the pendent i1:)vestigation, has raised the toeastern edge of Dakota." The train had tal estimated agricultural wealth to $414 ..
come from the East, and departed west- 263,000. This represents a ·per capita ·valu~
ward into the emptiness, leaving the two ?f $633.96, for each man, woman and child
passengers standing on the cinders in m the state, and a total average dollar
front of the depot shed. The man and va!ue for each farm of $5,883.33.
The value of production of diversified
· woman, strangers until now, continue
products
is placed at $125,689,000 as
their journey in a stage. After traveling
against
$288,574,000
for grain and hay
all of one day and until noon of the next
they reach Fargo, where they take anoth- pr<;>ducts.
' er train for Bismarck, which seems to .be
* * *
~'THE GRAIN PRODUCTION IS LISTihe lady's home.
ed as follows: Wheat, 114,612,000 bushels·
*
value
$154,725,000.
'
ONE FEATURE WHICH PUZZLES
Oats,
93,364,000
bushels;
value
$42
113
..
... ,ne is that though the travelers started OOQ
' ,
their stage journey at a town on the eastBarley, 39,624,000 bushels· value $21 •
" ern edge of Dakota, they traveled west- ~~OOQ
'
'
~ ward to reach Fargo, which was then as
·
Rye,
16,575,000
bushels;
value
$18166~ 1t is now, on the Red river, the eastern 00Q ·
'
'
boundary of Dakota territory. I don't unFlax,
16,376,000
bushels;
value
$40
917.
~ derstand how they did it. Another puz000.
'
'
,. zling feature is that from the hotel in the Wild
hay,
1,800,000
tons;
value
$10,·
~ town where they first appear they look
,,. out upon a vast expanse of sage, and on 800,000.
The diversified production is given as
,., the stage they are driven through mile
follows:
..: after mile of sage. My idea has always
"Corn, ':alue ~34,720,000; potatoes, $8,·
been that one doesn't find sage brush un955,000;
millet, timothy, broom grass, $1,:: til he is pretty far west in either North
805,000;
sweet clover, $3,680,000; alfalfa,
,, Dakota or South Dakota.
$2,520,000; corn fodder and silage $5 250
* * *
STILL ANOTHER DESCRIPTIVE BIT 000; hogs, $8,850,000; poultry and po~ltr;
:, which raised a question in my mind is products, $11,506,000; beef stock, sheep
that which says that the locomotive of and wool, $7,900,000; dairy products, $39,·
" the train on which the travelers arrived 690,000; honey production, $392,000; al,,., was a wood-burner. Perhaps it was. It fa~!a and s~eet clover seed, $525,000.
The gram production estimate repre;; rnay be that in the early years of Northsents
the .old North Dakota and farmer
.western railroading wood was the fuel
up
to
1916, while the diversified farm
used in Minnesota, for instance, where
products
estimate represents the ,new
, limber · was plentiful. But fuel was scarce
North
Dakota
farm and farmer of 1924.
,ri the prairie country, and long before
1876 the Northern Pacific had been built
* * *
IN ADDIDTION TO LISTING THE
to Duluth, and coal was brought up the
lakes by boat. I wonder if anyone can above products the circular tells of North
tell me if any of the locomotives which Dakota's immense coal deposits its fruit
possibilities and the prospects f~r the development of a sugar industry, as the lo•
cal sugar plant was then b.e ing built.

* *

*

'11

-;

*

idea of · accenting always the penult syllable, a fact that is true in most English
MY COMMENT ON THE CONFUSION words. While in Italian, too, the accent
that exists in the pronunciation of foreign falls in rriost words on the penult syllplace names has brought an interesting able, there are many words in which it
letter from Professor Joseph Tamborra, does not. ·
who has charge of the department of ro* * *
mance languages at the University of
I FIND THERE ARE OTHERS WHO
North Dakota. Professor Tamborra prefer the ·old poetry to most of the new,
writes1
My recent remarks on the subject have
brought several letters, one from Mrs.
* * *
"IN YOUR LAST NIGHT'S p A;FER J. G. Moore, who writes in part as. folyou· commented on the pronunciation of lows:
geographical proper names, which are so
* * *
recurrent in these war-times. You said
"WHEN I READ 'IN DEFENSE OF
that somebody pronounces these names Good Poetry" last evening I could not rein one way and others in another, that sist longer. That will find a hearty reis, some pronounce them in the foreign sponse from many who, like you, have
way, as Quebec (kebec), while others in become tired of what some ·of our recent
the English way (kibek). I wish that you poets (?) call poetry. . Your quotations
would find time and space in your paper from 'The Prairies' is delightful and .so
to tell the reading public (hoping that appr_o priate for the present time."
some radio announcers would read it,
* * *
too), that there are only two correct ways
SOMEWHERE IN ONE . OF HIS ES·
of properly pronouncing foreign proper says Edgar Allan Poe considers the subnames (personal, geographical, historical, ject matter of .poetry, and after applying
mythological, etc., etc.), namely: as they to it something of the method of reaare pronounced in the language to which soning used in his mystery stories, he
they belong, if one knows how to read arrives at a strange conclusion. For some
fairly well that language, or as they are reason he holds that sadness is an essen·
pronounced in our own unabridged Eng- tial of poetry, and beauty another. As the
lish dictionaries. When one does not pro- most beautiful thing on earth is a beautinounce them in either way, although ful woman, and the saddest thing that can
ther'e is the good guide of our dictionaries occur is her death, he concludes that the
in most cases, and for both pronuncia- perfect poem would be one describing the
tions, not only he shows his ignorance, death of a beautiful woman.
but he becomes also a murderer of words;
* * *
his mispronunciation does not spill any
POE HAD A LOT OF FANTASTIC
blood, but it sets a bad example and irri- notions, and that is one of them. The field
tates one's very sensitive feeling of pro- of poetry is unlimited. It may be sad, as
pr~ety and "good breeding" in a country Bryant's "Death of the Flowers," or joylike ours where means of. self education ous as Shelley's "Skylark"; it may ripple
are plentiful and inexpensive. I have es- alo~g as Tennyson's "Brook" does, or it
pecially in mind the mispronunciation of may be contemplative, as Gray's ''Elegy."
geographical names in Italy, which have Or it may ring with the pride that noble
been so recurrent lately on the radio; as, deeds inspire, as Holmes' "Old Ironsides"
for ex.:
does. But it isn't poetry unless it has both
Cagliari: a) mispronounced, with accent real imagination and aptness of expreson pen ult syllable .. Caglia'ri sion.
b) ipstead of accenting the first ·
syllable . . • . • . . • • • Ca'gliari
~rapani: a) as above ...••••• Trapa'ni
b) as above •••••• Tra'pani
Foggia: a). as ·above • . . • • • • • • • Foggi'a
b) as above ••••••• Fog'gia
Reggio: a) as above . . . • • • • . • Reggi'o
b) as above ..••.•• Reg'gio
' · d"'
B. rindisi: a..) as above . . . • . . • • • Brm
1 s1.
b) as above ...... Brin'disi
The mispronunciation of these and oth·
er Italian proper names is caused by the
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Republican. and ·1t was felt that in an
AS I NEVER HAVE HAD . THAT EX- off-year special election the up-state vote
perience I have~no p sonal knowledge would be light, whereas there would be
of how a. man feels when he. is habitually~ a full turnout in the general, election.
and persistently, described · as handsome. Presumably · the Democrats would have
Take the .case of Anthony Eden, British a better chance . of electing ' their ·man in
foreign minister. As everyone ·knows, Mr. an election held now thah if the. election
Eden is a man of attractive appearance. were deferred for a year. Hence the
He is well built, has regular features, Democrats desired and the Republicans
and if one may judge from published por- did not desire an election this fall. The
traits of him, he has· a · pleasing expres- decision 'of the court of appeals holding
sion. Posssibly he would be awarded that the election must .be held this year
first place in an international beauty con- was written by a Republican justice a
test for men, although ·there are many reminder . that there are judges_:__lots' of
others who would crowd him, if they did them-who render decisions according to
not outrank him. _But .it has been his pe- the law as they understand it, regardless
culiar fate to have the adjective "hand- of party or other extraneous considerasome" attached to· his name, aad mention tions.
of him without the adjective seems to be
* * *
incomplete. I , should .imagine that Mr.
WHEN GOVERNOR DEWEY WAS'
Eden would find it boring and that there elected he said he intended to serve. the
are times when he .is tempted to · grow a state as governor for the full term of ·
beard, or dye his hair, or in some other four years. That would .keep· him out of
way alter his appearance, so that when the presidential race next year. But nothe is mentioned at all people will think withstanding that statement there are
of him and not of his appearance.
numerous Republicans in and out . of
* *
New York who have been in favor of
IN RECENT YEAR$· THERE HAS drafting Dewey as the Republican nomig:rown up the habit, which is particular- nee next year and who have believed that
ly· noticeable . in some magazines, of at- he would not refuse the . nomination if
taching descriptive adjectives to names it were actually tende~ed him. But if
of persons, even though the descriptions Dewey were to run for president he
are not . even . remotely rela~ed to the oc- would have to resign as , governor and he
ca~ion which brin,g s the individual into would be succeeded by the lieutenant
the public view. When John Lewis ap- governor. If a Democrat should be electpears before a congressional committee, ed to that position the government of the
which he does when he feels like it, we state of New York, with its immense patare reminded that he is bushy-haired, has ronage, would pass into Democratic
heavy eye~brows .or has certain other hands. That is why, in the opinion of ·
physical distinguishing marks. A young some observers, the holding of the special
woman, who is arrested for speeding, election this fall impairs the prospect of ·
-applies for a divorce or appears as a wit- New York · Republicans presenting Deness in a court case may be described as wey's name to the Republican convention
pretty, petite, glamorous, red-haired or next year.
statuesque, as if that made any differ- /
ence.

I
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THE STATE OF· NEW YORK IS TO
elect a lieutenant governor this fall, according to a high court decision recently
rendered. The office was rendered vacant
by the death of Lieutenant Governor Wallace and there was a legal tilt over the
question whether the place should be
filled now by election or remain vacant
until the general election in 1944. The
question had a direct bearing on · party ·
politics of the state, and a less direct
bearing on national party politics.
DEMOCRATIC LEADERS INSISTED
that a special election be held this fall,
although the subject is not covered specifically in any existing law. Leading Republicans hoped that the election might
be deferred until 19~4. Up-state New
York, whic_h -contains most of the agricultural territory of the state, is largely
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take to feed the world. Great as our productive capacity is, it would not be equal
to the· task, nor are the combined resources of all the· major food-producing
countries adequate to meet such a de-.
mand.

A QUARTER OF A CENTURY AGO
it was often said that "food, will win the
war." Food did not win the war, though ,
it had an important influence on its · progress. It has an important influence on
the progress of .this war, and when the
NOT ONLY FOR THE* REMAINDER
fighting is over, food will be a tremen- of the war, but for some time after . its
dously important factor in the readjust- close we of the United States must exment of human lives. Recognition of that pect, not lack of sufficient food, but lesfact promoted the holding of the recent sened quantities of some foods which we
international food conference, and for an . have usually had in abundance. Wheat
indefinite period the production and dis- from this country, , Australia and Cantribution of food will present problems ada, wheat and corn from the Argentine,
demanding the attention c;>f an · of the mutton from the antipodes, meat from
larger nations and ll';lOSt of the smaller every country that produces in quantity
will be needed to save the lives of mil·
ones.
* * *
lions from starvation.
· AT THE CLOSE OF THIS WAR THE
*
food situation will be vastly different
THAT WILL BE ONLY PRELIMINfrom what it was when the guns were ary. Wherever on the globe food producsilenced in 1918. Then Russia was still tion is possible it must be revived as
one of the world's great food producing quickly as possible. No real peace is poscountries. The combination of war and sible in a starving wor~d, nor can the
revolution had interrupted production, freedom for which we are now fighting
but the rich fields of the Ukraine had be extended as it should be if certain
not been trampled and torn as they have millions come to look to other millions
been in this conflict. China had her for their daily bread and expect to make
periods of famine due to natural causes no effort of· their own. By whatever
and internicine strife, but she was not in means are possible food must be provided
the grip of a forign enemy. Holland and to meet immediate and pressing need, but
the Scandinavian countries were free and those whose means of production have
productive- on a large scale. In south- vanished must be equipped afresh so that
ern France the production · of food went they can carry on by themselves.
on about as usual, and while the people
*
of Italy were inconvenienced by the war,
EXCEPT IN LIMITED QUANTITIES
they were not starving, as many of food cannot be produced with bare
them are now. ,
hands. Implements are necessary, and in
*
some cases complicated machinery is
TODAY EVERYTHING IS DIFFER- necessary. Resumption of food. producent. Normally Great Britain produces tion where it has practically ceased will .
about 30 per cent of her food. That pro- , call for the revival of · industries which
portion has been increased to more than have almost passed out of existence dur60 per cent, but much of the difference ing the war. Plants that have been turngoes abroad to the nation's armed forces ing out guns and shells and planes will
and the inhabitants of countries where again make plows and harrows, tractors
they are stationed. Food production ,in and combines. Where such plants have
.C hina and Russia has been greatly cur; been destroyed by war they must be
tailed. German soldiers occupy almost rebuilt. More trucks and cars will be
all of the continent of Europe, and in needed to carry farm products and new
every country so occupied the people feel steel rails will be needed to replace those
the pangs of hunger because they have that have been melted . and cast into
been robbed of the food that they had cannon.
produced and many of their instruments
* * *
of production have been removed or desALL THOSE WILL MEAN ALMOST
troyed. The sun that dawns on a world unlimited demand for the. products of inin which armies have ceased to fight d'µstry, and in order that there may · be
will dawn also on a world suffering from proper balance between the demand for
hunger and clamoring for food.
food and the facilities available for its
production there will need to be solved
* * *
THAT IS A SITUATION WHICH weighty problems of organization and fithose who hope for a stable peace can- nance. Credit must be made available to
not regard with i11:diff erence. Elemen- those who need it for the rebuilding of ·
tary considerations of humanity will de- disrupted , industry, and in the great
mand that by some means and on some work· of reconstruction there will be work
terms those who have food in abundance for all and benefits to be shared by all,
make some part of it available to those provided the task is a pproached in a
who have none, but neither the United spirit of earnest co-operation and perStates nor any other nation can under- formed with intelligence and skill

* *

* *

*

* *

*
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day a · Western Union official predicted
SOME TAXPAYERS WHO HAVE RE· that in the near future messages would
ceived blanks on which to report esti- be transmitted by light waves. The memated income and estimated tax for 1943 thod of transmission was not described
have been puzzled because there is 110
·
place to figure in income and taxes for but. .it _was said _that with the method
1942 in relation to those- of 1943. There which 1s now bemg developed the facisn't any and the. making of estimates as · simile ·of the originai message will be
provided on the blank will be rendered transmitted with perfect accuracy. The
perfectly simple if one forgets the year method seems to be different ·from any
1942 altogether. There is not exception. now in. use. Radio, of course, do.es not
If the tax assessed against the 1942 in- transmit sound waves, but reproduces
come, as shown on the report made last them after electric waves have carried
March 15, is greater than the estimated the necessary impulses. This is true
tax called for this year, that greater tax' also of the telephone, and television opis the one to be used in making this erates in a somewhat similar manner.
year's estimate. Otherwise no attention Probably it is intended to use light waves ·
Is to be paid to the 1942 income or tax.
somewhat as electrlcal waves are now
*
used, but this appears to involve some
THE BLANK CONTAINS ONLY A difficulty, as li~ht waves. are ~nderstood
f
t·
t b
to travel only m a straight lme unless
- ew ques ions o ~ answered and they diverted by some reflecting surface, and
are clearly and s11:1ply state.a. There there seems to be no such surface as
should be· no c~nft;ts10~ concernmg them. would serve the purpose. It is only a
The taxpayer 1s reqmred to make the
·
·
best estimate he can of his total income century smce Morse gave t_he electrical
from .all sources and after deducting the telegraph to t~e wo~Id. Until then there
personal exemption to which he is en- was no way m which a message could
titled to fill 1 .th ·
t
th
be sent beyond the range of the human
. ,
n e mcome ax !ln e re- ear or eye other than that of carrying
main~er from the accompanymg table. it in person or sending it by horse or by
To this there i~ added the 3 per cent v!c· the newly developed railway train or
tory tax accordmg to the formula prov1d• steamboat
ed. From the total of income and victory
·
taxes is subtracted the estimated a]1lount
* * *
WITH THE OFFER BY G. J. PETER·
of tax which will have been withheld
from his wage ' salary during .the year son of a reward of $25 for information
and the amount which he has already leading to the arrest and .conviction of
paid this year in income and victory the first garden raider added to the offer
taxes. The remainder is the estimated by the Herald of rewards of $25 for each
amount which he will . owe the govern- of the first two such cases there is now
ment by the end of the year. Not less offered $50 for the first effective infor·
than half that amount is to be paid when mation and $25 for the second. If the
person who contemplates raiding a garhe files this report on September 15.
den has no conscience, it may at least
* * *
occur
to him that somebody is likely to
ADJUSTMENT OF THE 1942 TAX IS
made at a different time and comes un- be watching for him and that it will pay
der a different heading. No part of that him better to get his vegetables honestly.
tax has been paid. All payments whi~h
have been made are credited to this
year's tax. If the tax for 1942 was $50 or
less it is all cancele~, q.:pp )}Q turtller attention need be given t,o jt. lf the tax was
more than $50 and not more than $66.67,
$50 of it is cancelled ·and the difference
is payable. If it was more than $66.67,
75 per cent of it is canceled and 25 per
cent remains to be paid. Of such amounts
due the government half may be paid
next March 15 and the other half. March
15, 1945, or the entire amount due may be
paid next March, at the option of the taxpayer. All this, however, has nothing to
do with estimating this yea:u's income
and tax on the blanks which are to be
returned September 15.

*

*

or

* * ..*
THEY CONTINUE ·TO DO INTERESTIng things in the development of methods
of transmitting intelligence. The other

